The following amendments to the NACRA 17 Class Rules have been approved to be effective on XX October 2017:

**NACRA 17 Fully Foiling Class Rules**

**C.3. PERSONAL EQUIPMENT**

C.3.1 PERSONAL FLOTATION DEVICE

**Amendment: Add:**

“(c) Each crew member shall wear a helmet that shall be to the minimum standard EN1385 or EN1077 or equivalent with at least 300 square centimeters of the exterior surface in a high visibility colour. When Flag T is flown by the Race Committee Rule C 3.1 (c) is suspended.

(d) Each crew member may wear body protection. If the body protection also acts as a personal flotation device it shall comply with Class Rule 3.1 (a).

(e) Each crew member shall carry a cutting device with a blade length of no more than 150mm.”

**C.7 HULL**

C.7.1 MODIFICATIONS

**Amend to read:**

“(d) Four foot straps may be fitted to each hull, at least one of which, and no more than two, must be rear of the aft cross beam. The forward foot straps must only be anchored to the hull using the anchor points built into the hulls as supplied.

(e) ii) to fit the rear foot strap(s) astern of the rear cross beam.”

**C.8 HULL APPENDAGES**

C.8.3 LIMITATIONS

**Amend to read:**

“(c) Both daggerboards shall be in the fully-down position whilst racing, with an exception being that they may be raised to clear the boat from becoming afloat of in-water items, and should be immediately placed back into the fully-down position once becoming clear of in-water items. When Flag R is flown by the Race Committee Rule C8.3 (c) is suspended.”

END